2009 ktm 450xcw

KTM has worked to deliver their best enduro chassis ever and they try to point that out with two
displacement alternatives of the revised, powerful and reliable XC4 engine that never missed a
chance to stand out during off-road adventures around the world. The Austrians have always
been good at manufacturing bikes that spread a lot of dirt and win motocross championships.
Because both the and XC-W models make use of the same redesigned chassis featuring the
central double-cradle-type 25CrMo4 frame that offers a better riding position, the long travel
suspensions that are supposed to soften those landings and performance Brembo brakes that
get you from 50 mph to 0 mph faster than you can say STOP, we were expecting a blend of
sharpness and refinement in what the chassis performance is concerned. Because the rake is
unchanged Setting the The Neken aluminum handlebar fits on top of the 48 mm thick USD forks
and comes as a straight forward indicator of the direct shot of adrenaline that the rider will be
provided with. Hugging the 2. Being a four-stroke dirt bike, this thing displays a big exhaust
silencer, in this case, on the right rider side. Not painted, this, together with the engine,
transmission, swingarm and forks light up the scene, which is dominated by KTM orange and
black on the frame, rims, seat and tank. Two wheel options are available, a pair of inch ones and
another one of 21 inches in diameter. The great thing is that we managed to get the two bikes at
the same time and, so, easily spot the few differences and the multitude of similarities between
them. I first got on the XC-W only to notice how light the bike feels from the very first twist of
the throttle. You can either kick or e-start the XC4 engine and be immediately introduced to the
healthy exhaust noise and yet no vibrations whatsoever. Like the engine, the entire bike feels
very well balanced and, pretty much, built do deliver the best of it at all times during a variety of
riding situations. The powerband is characterized by a potent low-end, which is more than
enough to ensure second gear launches. This bike is almost too easy to throw around for a and
it is also what we most appreciate about it. Wheelies are the easiest things as instant power is
always a twist of the throttle away. Ride it through rivers, over logs, on dirt, gravel and rocks in
order to notice how it always begs for more. The KTM XC-W also enjoys climbing steep hills
and, in this case, it is all about keeping the engine revving at its sweet spot in fourth or third
gear depending on the hill. We cannot talk about an XC-W without mentioning how, despite not
being a veritable motocross bike, it enjoys jumping like one. This is yet another benefit of the
light weight, one that also contributes to the soft landings that we experienced. Benefiting of
Also, we appreciate the Brembo brakes working with a double piston on a mm disc up front and
a single piston mm rear disc at the rear. The systems not only ensure fast stops virtually at all
times, but are as smooth as they are effective, ensuring that all the mud found on the rider
would have jumped on it. It weighs the same as its smaller sibling and the greater
power-to-weight ratio really shows all across the rpm range. The bike accelerates faster both in
a straight line and out of corners; it tops even higher and is, overall, more enjoyable than the
already impressive cc model. The seat is a killer in both cases, especially if buying one of those
street-legal kits and riding on pavement. Indeed, the new chassis has come to transform the big
XC-Ws in a radical way, allowing us to say that these two Austrian bikes really raise the stakes
of off-road excitement. It would be great to have either the or the xc-w for sure they would be
fun. Your browser does not support HTML5 video. Single cylinder, 4-stroke, SOHC, 4 valves.
Maxx Biker. Read More. What do you think? Motorcycle Finder:. KTM XC. Competing Vehicles.
Active filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive journalist job. KTM took a different approach
to the configuration of the motor than most other manufacturers. While others used a
90mm-plus bore piston with a very short stroke of 60mm, the KTM RFS motor used an 89mm x
64mm boiconfiguration which provided more torque at the expense of higher RPM's. This was
the first year of the EXC model. It evolved from the earlier EXC model, with an increased
displacement via a longer stroke. These years saw a new frame. Improving the handling without
major changes. Rear body work changed to the single piece design off the SX model. This was
the first year that the EXC was offered in full factory state street legal trim. The conversion of
the previously available model required changes in gearing, exhaust, DOT approved tires and
lights and the addition of turn signals, and a horn. Other than these changes the bike was
virtually the same as the previously off-road only bike. The RFS is very torquey and is known to
have very good reliability. In some cases, the fully stock engines last for more than 45k miles.
The RFS bike is known to be a good dual sport and super motard bike. The wide ratio 6-speed
transmission will run all day long on the highway. A new chassis was introduced in with
improvements in suspension and handling. Offered as the Champions Edition in Oil pump
gears, shaft, cover and o-ring also updated on models. For , new features include EFI
Fuel-injection, a diaphragm spring clutch and a lighter battery. For , KTM redesigned the from
the ground up. The seat height was lowered by 10mm to 38 inches and the foot pegs raised by
6mm for better ground clearance. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Retrieved 20 February
Motorcycle Specifications. Retrieved 24 February Motorcycle USA. February 23, Retrieved
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Wikipedia by expanding it. I have just over 60 hours on our KTM XC-W now so I figured it was
about time to share what I have learned about this bike and make a few suggests for
modifications in case you are lucky enough to own one yourself. First off, the XC-W is a very
versatile bike. I have competed in a couple of enduros and even took it to the motocross track,
but mostly I have just used the bike for a wide range of trail riding. The has a more user friendly
power delivery that many people feel allows them to actually go faster in technical terrain. I tend
to agree but on the flip side, I do like the extra burst that the provides. For my taste, I favor the ,
but have had plenty of fun on the For serious trail riding, especially anything with open terrain,
the W model bikes are a better choice and provide the backup of a kick start which the XC
models drop in favor of about 10 pounds of weight savings. However, if you are into racing at
all, I would suggest the XC model which means the is not an option because the tighter ratio
transmission is nice and the ten pounds saved is even more noticeable. I have never used the
kick start on the trusty KTM, so I am not too worried about needing that as a backup. As for
durability, the motor continues to purr like a kitten and starts very easily. My only service has
been four oil changes with Maxima Maxum-4 10W40 I felt that it must be time to at least check
the valves but Karel Kramer, our resident KTM guru, said that if the valves tighten up, it will
become hard to start, which has not been the case at all. So I will keep riding it for awhile.
Basically, I really haven't done a thing to it. Not even replaced the clutch plates! The suspension
has also held up very well and is surely due for an oil service but the performance is still
extremely good for trail riding. When I took the bike to the Cahuilla Creek Motocross track pretty
old school MX with only a few jumps , the suspension was tolerable, but this is where the
slightly stiffer XC model with a little less weight and tighter ratio transmission really shows its
difference. But like I said, the XC-W was good enough to have a great time at the track.
Modifications The single most important modification you can make to the is to change the front
sprocket to a tooth. The stock gearing is way too tall for trail riding and with the wide ratio
transmission the bike still has plenty of top end even with the 12 installed. I have found that all
of the KTM's have a bit of a lean feeling, especially on deceleration that can be a little irritating.
The stock FCR carbs that KTM installs do not include a leak jet and this fuel pump cover comes
with the parts necessary to install a leak jet while providing external adjustability. Even though
it has adjustability, just installing the leak jet circuit and using the suggested setting has made
this bike run great it all conditions. The stock KTM Exhaust is a decent system but as I noted
above, I was looking for something to give the a little extra snap. I was using the FMF Q slip on
Then I installed an Akrapovic full exhaust system. It is significantly lighter than the stock unit
but remains extremely quiet, which should be very important to any of us riding on the trails. In
spite of the docile sound, the system did provide a little extra power throughout the power
curve. While the Akrapovic systems are not cheap, you will have a hard time finding a better
quality exhaust. You can learn more at Finally, I have gone through a few sets of tires on the
KTM XC-W and found Maxxis Maxxcross front and rear tires have worked well on a wide range
of terrain and hold up incredibly well. More information is available at Check out these stories
elsewhere on Dirt Rider. Menu Sign Up. Dirt Rider. Search Search. Sean Finley has been using
Maxxis tires since last October on the Defining the phrase "off-road workhorse" our KTM XC-W
is living the high life with a constant diet of scenic off-road. If you want to increase the
versatility and usability of your KTM XC-W, change the front sprocket from a 13 to a 12 as soon
as you can. The slippery stuff and technical hill climbs of Moab were no match for Finley and
his ultra-smooth KTM. Wow, seems like we were riding in this yesterday. Time flies when you're
having fun. The smoothest power delivery of any big ish -bore off road four stroke dirt bike
makes tight trails a breeze. Latest Tests. Dirt Bikes. Buyers Guide. If you parked a and KTM
XCW side-by-side, you probably wouldn't notice any difference but the graphics and some small
color changes to some parts. We're okay with the look, since there are many changes hidden
inside that have made a major difference. The weighs the same and has more and smoother
power. But that was then. In the meantime, KTM redesigned the shock internals and the fork's
upper and lower tubes. KTM has managed to get the rear shock working very well, and
especially for off-road. To accomplish that feat, the shock has two separate pistons on the same
shaft. A large needle - something like a much larger version of a carburetor needle - is located in
the shock body. As the shock gets deep into the travel, the needle enters the shock shaft, and it
closes off the free bleed for the second piston. Rather than relying on a linkage to decrease
leverage on the shock late in the travel, the WP PDS system utilizes far more valving control
over the oil flow. For the second PDS piston has a larger center opening, and the shock needle
is larger as well, and the end result is that the second piston has less crossover to the damping

early in the stroke. It turns out that this is a good thing. Up front there are small internal
changes, but the shape of the outer tubes and the manufacturer and material of the inner tubes
is much closer to that used by Kayaba and Showa. The difference in suspension compliance
and control is amazing. If you are used to a linkage bike you may find the shock a little more
active and a bit hoppy feeling under braking, but for most riders the feeling is reduced from past
models, and the acclimatization period is profoundly shorter. A new front caliper has
maintained the stunning brake power at previous levels, but the control and feel of the brake is
vastly improved, and that is a good thing. These bikes stop like no Japanese bike. As always,
the hydraulic clutch works extremely well. It isn't that the hydraulic design offers any
advantages of leverage over a cable system, but the friction of the inner cable wire against the
cable hosing is gone. In addition, hydraulic is more instant since there is no cable flex. Add in
the fact that a hydraulic system self-adjusts, and you have a classy clutch. Another welcome
feature is the material of the lever. We bent the lever, and then carefully bent it back, and it
showed no inclination to crack or break. Naturally, the down side is the master cylinder is much
more expensive than an ordinary clutch perch if it is broken or damaged. For , though, the
clutch is less vital, because it is required less often. A cam change has boosted the bottom and
middle rpm power, so this engine is far more responsive, happier to gain rpm and blessed with
more meat to the power at all rpm. The need we felt for lower gearing for tight trails in past
years is much less urgent, or even superfluous. After all, there are six nicely spaced gears in
that box, and they cover trail conditions from survival slow to get-a-ticket-on-the-freeway fast.
On dry and somewhat slippery terrain, our bike indicated approximately 85 miles an hour. A
traction situation with less wheelspin would probably push the bike through the wind a bit
faster, but that felt plenty fast for us. Somehow this combination of added performance and a
"happier" engine character conspires with the suspension to steal away the weight feel of the
bike. Sure, it is the lightest bike in the test by anywhere from four to 21 pounds, but it feels
lighter than it is. The XC with no kickstart system at all and a five speed is still over 10 pounds
lighter, but now the difference in weight feel is not so great. With this light feel the XCW goes
straighter in whoops and remains composed at speed. It is happiest in twisty, turny conditions
where you keep a little momentum and flow. The chassis has good front wheel traction, and the
bike carves pretty well on flat ground, and it cuts in nicely for sand and mud. It never really
wags the head enough to be a serious issue, but is busy enough that a steering damper is a
welcome, but no required addition. It has lighting capability, but no lights. The only thing truly
missing is a skid plate or other type of engine case protection. The frame rails actually do a
decent job protecting the center cases, but the ignition cover is vulnerable. The only other chink
in the off-road armor is that the KTM - with no coolant catch tank - will get hot, boil over and
lose coolant while the Japanese machinery simply cycles the overflow back in when the engine
cools. As far as rider position goes, the KTM is roomy and easy to move around on, and if you
want to make changes, the handlebar position is adjustable, and both KTM and the aftermarket
offer taller and lower seats. The Japanese do still have a seat advantage according to most of
our test guys. Some riders felt the bike was a little wide when they rode standing, but most
adapted quickly. Mileage and range are good despite holding only a half-gallon more than the
BMW or Honda thimbles, and part of the thanks goes to the engine not needing rpm to make
good ground speed and a gear for every situation that helps the bike digest dinosaurs
judiciously. It was money well-spent, and the bike is a much more effective trail weapon in KTM
could have had this class by the throat except for one thing: the Husaberg. While the KTM has
an advantage for faster and more open riding, in tight conditions the 'Berg has an edge for most
riders. Nevertheless, as an all-around package the KTM has more to offer, since it is not so
narrowly focused, and routine maintenance - like shock spring preload adjustments are much
easier. The KTM also suits tall riders more easily. Add a proven reliability record and strong
resale, and it is easy to see why orange has become the color of off-road. Actual Weight tank
full : lb. Seat Height: Transmission: 6-speed Manufacturer Website: The bike handles great in
the tight and twisty trails and it is so light, it felt like I was riding my The suspension was pretty
stiff on the trail and on the mx track but it stayed straight just beat you up a little. The bike turns
very good and stays predictable in the corners; it goes were you want it too. This bike had
plenty of power with the XC-W gearbox, great for tight trails and a very fast 6th gear for when
you need it. The clutch pull is very smooth but one thing I noticed is the lever was in an
awkward position and it caused my hand to get tired faster. The steering felt a little tight and a
steering stabilizer would have been nice for the high speed sections. The best quality of this
bike by far is its light and nimble feeling. Enough so that I purposely left it till the last bike of the
day to avoid making the other bikes feel worse than they are. I just fit this bike and it fits me.
Because I can't think of a stronger word, I'd say it was perfect for the day. While other struggled
with fuel capacity, I never hit reserve. The suspension and engine kept my body from hitting

reserve as well. Even I wouldn't mind a lower seat height, but I just had to mount my tall seat
from Enduro Engineering. That seat is all I needed to make my day. In '08 I touted the , but in '09
I say, who needs it? It just does everything that I want it to. It felt very agile. I even rode the KTM
on the track with no problem. It has that low-end grunt that allows you to go into low-speed
sections and roll it on without clutching it a lot. With this engine I didn't really notice the
wide-ratio transmission. First is not too low, and it pulls all the gaps easy. It doesn't have a big
hit, but there is always plenty of torque. On tricky sections I would have to charge harder on the
other bikes. I have the '06 XC, and it feels heavier in general, and more front end heavy. The new
bike stays straight on hits better, and it never really does anything weird. The power feels tame
with no hit, but it runs as hard as or harder than my XC does, and it does that while being
quieter. It feels more nimble than my bike as well. None of these s are light, but this one feels
light. It would be my pick for a off-road. Menu Sign Up. Dirt Rider. Search Search. Latest Tests.
Dirt Bikes. Buyers Guide. Make KTM. Model XCW. These innovative products are unlike
anything else available in the market. The special edition Six Days models celebrate this
success with special performance upgrades and top-of-the-line components. It provides
unlimited freedom of movement. The proven standard KTM mount allows the handlebar to be
fixed in four different positions. A new light switch made by Leonelli is designed to fulfil the
requirements of Enduro use. The open hand guards are serial equipment providing optimum
protection of the rider s hands. The wide range of setting options for rebound damping and
high- and low-speed compression damping are standard on KTM bikes. SWINGARM The cast
aluminum swingarm has been developed with state-of-the-art calculation and simulation
software and constructed, in terms of design and wall thickness, for minimum weight with
optimum stiffness and precisely defined flexibility. Being the class-leading brakes in Enduro,
they are unchanged for MY The 4-chamber technology 4CS patented by WP not only provides a
key benefit in terms of responsiveness and consistent damping characteristics, it is also lighter
and oil services prove to be far simpler than on the conventional closed-cartridge versions.
Naturally, the setting can easily be adapted to track and rider in a matter of a few clicks at the
top of the fork: compression damping on the left-hand shaft, rebound damping on the right another advantage of the 4CS technology. Developed in cooperation with KTM, the Metzeler ty.
Light, Comfortable, and Sporty, The Adventure combines the best aspects of riding on and off
the pavement without sacrificing. I am attempting to thin the herd here, but will have no problem
keeping this one. Carbon Canister delete, Touring windshield, rear brake extension, and earth X
lithium battery. Any stock parts are included in the sale. Title is in hand, bike comes with tool
kit, three keys and KTM tote. Model XC-W. It is an XC. Last year they made them. Excellent
2016 maxima manual
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condition. Never raced. Graphics were a gift. Less than 30 original hours. Call It is an absolute
beauty. The bike is custom build, fully built motor. I will do my best to list all the options but I
may have missed a few. Truly one of a kind and very well taken care of with only the best parts
and fluids. Bike is easy to ride, comfortable, but will out-gun anything that you put it up against.
If you have any questions please feel free to contact me via email or cell and I will do my best to
help you. I will not be entertaining trades nor will I respond to low ball and nonsense offers.
Thank you for your time and for checking out this ad! Hollywood, FL. Ridgefield, WA. Winter
Springs, FL. Ravenscroft, TN. Olmos Park, TX. Cheyenne, WY. Laguna Niguel, CA. Alert
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